
This is the run report for run no. 377 

 

Date:   16 October, 2000 

Hare:   Dracula 

Hounds:        11 

Where:         Parc de St-Cloud 

 

Nice weather, no train strike, still no Royal Flush, but she'll be back soon? Frozen Cum appeared on the 13.37 

looking like a lost visiting hasher? 

No disasters for Dracula today!  After a long absence, we were happy to be back hashing in our "local", the 

Parc de St-Cloud.  Aquasex was most disappointed not to encounter the famous check-back just over the level 

crossing.  Dracula managed to set the run going in a straight line all the way to the "view", but cleverly put 

check-backs every few hundred metres to fool everyone that we would turn somewhere.  Unlikely, due to all 

the areas still fenced off.  But hashers like to climb, and we did a silly up and down loop bit involving all our 

favourite manoeuvres, such as clambering over fallen trees and getting our feet soggy in the long grass.  In fact 

it was a shoe cleaning run.  Lucky we didn't bother "de-shiggying" our shoes since last week's run then.  The 

Hash View wasn't the one at the end of the park, and just as well, since the mists of winter were swirling in 

and there were no giant coffee tables/Grande Arches to be seen.  So what was the hash view?  Was it the 

jamboree of scouts and brownies?  Was it all the bonfires (into which Orange Slip nearly threw his witch)?  

Naah, of course not.  It was the WC.  Pretty hilarious really, since the forest is a WC.  

Bon, onwards, in need of beer.  Beer stop.  Where was Sleeping Sex? Dracula despaired that she had got lost, 

on the easiest shortcut ever invented.  Several hashers offered to go and find her, once they had finished their 

beers that is.  Back into our forest, it was surprisingly unfamiliar after all that time.  I mean, if not even Orange 

Slip recognises it???  A groaning climb up a steep bank, followed by a great OnIn, downhill all the way, and 

back to our lovely car park where Old Banger and Steel Stripper were waiting to provide us with beer, and lord 

it over us with their athletic prowess. 

 

 

What did we think of the run? 

The fountains didn't work (again!).  Many people missed 

the WC/HV.  Loops. Hills. 

 

 

Down-Downs: 

Hare:           Dracula 

Returnee:       Hairy Mary 

Visitor:        Frozen Cum from Orange County CA, mtc by 

Deep Throat 

 

Criminals, charged for: 

-Sex on the hash (1)  MaBush, Orange Slip 

-Sex on the hash (2)  Sleeping Sex, Old Banger 

-Lost on hash         Sleeping Sex, Dracula 

-Wrong hash name      Orange Slip 

-Shagging             Steel Stripper, Frozen Cum 

-The English losers   Old Banger, Aquasex, Hairy Mary, 

Neanderthal, Zaufenfest, Likes a Long One, Wants a 

Small One, Steel Stripper 

-Show up and don't run    Old Banger, Steel Stripper 

-Would you like a grape?  Neanderthal 

 

OnOn 

MaBush  



 
 

 

 

    



 


